my - VIOS

CV

my - Valid Information Open Secure
my VIOS CV, a new concept which disrupts current credential veriﬁcation practices,
presenting a globally unique innovation, via which
the individual can collect ALL their credentials & certiﬁcations
from ANY diﬀerent educational institution/entity, serving as
a single point of reference for the personal credentials for each individual.

What is it?

How it works?

Why VIOS?

my-VIOS is the FIRST VALID Digital CV,

Data input is restricted to my-VIOS

a unique solution

in the form of a USB card, owned by

CV card Provider (universities, HR

ensures individual credential authenticity

the individual.

Management Companies)

& validity

A globally unique solution introducing

ensuring my-VIOS card data validity

eliminates fraud

integrity by ensuring individual credential

and therefore information reliability.

validity and reliability.

a simple idea

facilitates veriﬁcation processes
minimizes related time & cost requirements

simply eﬃcient

simply Intelligent

Introducing Integrity
www.my-vios.com

info@my-vios.com
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Benefits...
Facilitates
GDPR Compliance

Data
Safety & Security

Educational Institution
& Graduate Credibility

Individual Data
Portability & Availability

100%
Data Validity

Reduced
Administrative Costs

...and more
The Problem in Numbers

40% 60%

In a recent
CareerBuilder.com
survey, nearly 60 %
of hiring managers
reported catching
fabrications on job
applicants resumes!

$

Replacing an
employee can
cost anywhere
from $ 3.500
to $ 40.000!

85%

Out of 4,000 survey
respondents said
they uncovered a lie
or misrepresentation
on a candidate's resume
or job application
during the screening
process!

Facebook:

@my̲VIOS

The CEO of Bausch & Lomb from 2001-08 faked an MBA
from a business school he didn't graduate from !
The CEO of Yahoo was forced to step down in 2012
after it was revealed that his academic credentials
did not add up !
The dean of admissions at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, admitted in 2007 that she had claimed degrees
she hadn't earned
and in fact had never graduated from college !
There are 3,300 unrecognized universities worldwide,
many of them selling degrees at all levels to anyone
willing to pay the price, and that more than
50,000 Ph.D.s are purchased from diploma mills every year !
SOURCE
https://nscverifications.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CostOfAcademicFraud.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages
/verify-degrees-and-protect-the-company-from-resume-fraud.aspx
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